Bolt Type Medium Pressure Test Plug
Simple and Reliable Testing without Wall Damage

Designed for simple and reliable testing of pipe and tubing to 250 PsiG (17.2 BarG), without tube wall damage. The seal is the only component that comes into contact with the tube ID, leaving the tube unscathed after testing. Simply install plug into open end of the pipe or tube, and tighten the compression nut to expand the seal element.

- **Durable construction** - corrosion resistant zinc plated carbon steel & neoprene seal
  
  *Optimal Construction* - stainless steel. Seals available in silicone or Viton®

- **Versatile** - tube ID range from .280” to 10.50” (7.1 mm - 266.7 mm), larger sizes available upon request

- **Brass anti-gall washer thread lubricant** - protects threads and facilitates test plug installation and removal

- **Easy to maintain** - replacement seals readily available

- **Cost-effective** - simple hydraulic installation significantly reduces turnaround/downtime

- **Quality assurance system** - manufactured in compliance with several QA Systems, including ANSI N45.2, and 10 CFR 50 Appx. B upon request

Viton® is a registered trademark of DuPont Dow Elastomers
Bolt Type Test Plug

Specifications subject to change. When ordering, specify tube or pipe ID, or OD and wall thickness or schedule, desired maximum test pressure and temperature. Many standard sizes in stock for same or next day shipping. Maximum operating pressure is based on installation into a clean, lubricant-free and dry pipe.